While there are feminists in other countries who would like to see the buying of sex made illegal, Sweden is indeed unique for having done so. Sweden's popular form of radical feminism has shown itself to be highly effective in mobilising support and creating a broad consensus on an issue which can be very divisive. This article outlines the Swedish debate about prostitution, to find out why legislation was passed which is barely on the agenda in other countries. While the strength and purpose of the women's movement was a key factor, others also played a part. The women's movement was itself rooted in a popular movement tradition that is particularly effective in influencing government policy. The link between drugs and prostitution provided both a rationale and a symbolic discourse for intervention. Fears about foreign prostitutes and liberal practices abroad played a part. Sweden's weak liberal tradition also made the advocacy of the liberal argument difficult.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
It is important at the outset of this article to establish that it arises from a familiarity with Swedish social policy rather than out of an expertise in women's issues or an immersion in the literature on prostitution. It will be seen that my assessment of Sweden's 1998 law prohibiting the buying of sex is influenced in part by an awareness of the tendency of Swedes to take a strict line on issues which other countries treat in a liberal or pragmatic manner. It is fascinating to examine how a country which until recently was described as ignoring the problem of domestic violence (Elman and Eduards, 1991) 1 should have passed a law on prostitution which in other countries remains on the periphery of the political agenda. Among feminists elsewhere, what to do about prostitution has been a matter of dispute. Some have taken a liberal 2 position defending the right of women to sell sexual services and criticising those who would portray them as victims (Pheterson, 1989 cited in Edwards, 1997, p. 75) . The pragmatists, whatever their views on the morality of prostitution, agree that punitive laws are impractical and argue for this reason alone, they should be replaced by something that, above all, works. This is a view shared by many feminists in the Netherlands and some other European countries which seek to decriminalise, legalise or regulate the sex trade and make a distinction between forced and voluntary prostitution (Edwards, 1997, p. 78) . Then there are feminists like Karen Green and Laurie Shrage who find prostitution morally repugnant, degrading and exploitative but prefer to see moral means used to fight it (Green, 1989, p. 535; Shrage, 1989, p. 360) . Lastly, there are those who see prostitution as a form of violence against women which the criminal law should seek to prohibit (Raymond, 1998; Jeffreys, 1995) . These feminists regard the distinction between forced and voluntary prostitution as one on which the sex industry thrives. It is the impossibility of mobilising feminists and the authorities behind a prohibitionist approach in other European countries that makes what happened in Sweden even more remarkable. This article examines the Report by the Swedish Commission on Prostitution, the debate which followed its publication and the subsequent decision to prohibit the buying of sexual services. It will be suggested that while the women's movement played a major part in the passing of the legislation, other factors played a significant role.
The investigation of this issue was made possible during a research visit to Stockholm in September 1999. It was accomplished through collecting the official documentation, a library search and through interviews with representatives of women's organisations. 3 The official documentation consisted of the report of a Commission into the sex trade, the subsequent consultation process, the debate in the Riksdag and the government's final proposal. The literature search covered primarily articles published in newspapers and non-academic journals between 1995 and 1999. Representatives of the women's sections of all the major political parties consented to be interviewed as did the representatives of two umbrella organisations and two organisations concerned with domestic violence. The only man interviewed was a civil servant who had sat on the Commission.
Although the Swedish legislation applied to male and female prostitutes, the origin of the issue and the public debate surrounding it were largely concerned with the latter. 4 To avoid any confusion, this article is solely concerned with the issue of female prostitution.
T H E C O M M I S S I O N O N T H E S E X T R A D E
In 1993 a Commission to investigate the sex trade was appointed by a male minister for equality in a centre-right government. The justification for a new investigation (there had been one in 1982) was that prostitution had changed its character and form; it could no longer be examined from a national perspective only; and recent research had further revealed its damaging effects. 5 The Commission comprised equal numbers of men and women and was chaired by a senior civil servant from the Justice Ministry -Inga-Britt Törnell. Her advisors included civil servants, administrators, police officers, social workers, academics and the manager of a rehabilitation home for both prostitutes and substance abusers.
The Report expressed great concern about the damage prostitution did to all those involved -prostitutes, clients, the families, society as a whole. Sellers of sex were more likely to be ill, to spread HIV and AIDS. Research also showed that, in most cases, those who became prostitutes had previously been sexually abused. 'The vendors in street prostitution are mostly recruited among women who ... have got off to a bad start in life, who have been deprived of their self-respect at an earlier age and have acquired a negative self-image' (SOU, 1995, 15, p. 23) . ' Almost without exception they develop mental disorders' (ibid., p. 25). The Report went on to outline the physical harm done to prostitutes. 'It is normal for women in the sex trade to be exposed to different forms of assault such as cruelty and rape' (ibid., p. 142). Punters, it was argued, did not just think they were entitled to sexual services but also to disregard a woman's right to humane and decent treatment. Kellerman, a member of the Commission and a senior police officer from Malmö, presented some local research which showed that 18 per cent of street prostitutes had complained to the police about violence to themselves. It was also claimed that half of all prostitutes finished up abusing alcohol and drugs and many were involved in criminal activities. The hidden figure for violence against women, it was suggested, was even greater both for street and inhouse prostitutes.
An important feature of Törnell's final report -published in 1995 under a Social Democratic government -was the emphasis upon the foreign dimension of the sex industry. The number of prostitutes in Sweden was estimated to be low (2,500), compared with other European countries. This was attributed to the country's superior welfare system, greater gender equality and effective social work. However, the numbers were thought to be on the increase because of developments overseas. It was said that the sex industry was growing internationally; it was taking advantage of developments in IT; organised crime was more involved; sex tourism, pornography and trafficking in women and the sexual exploitation of children were on the increase. While there was little evidence of organised importation from Eastern Europe at the time, it remained a worrying possibility for the future. The Commission undertook visits to Oslo, Copenhagen, Helsinki, St Petersburg, Tallin, Brussels and Amsterdam. In the view of one of its members, they were shocked by what they saw. They did not want Sweden to become a market for Eastern Europe's prostitutes. He also thought that without developments in the East, there would have been no revision of the law.
As disturbing for the Commission, was the 'altogether more liberal view on prostitution beginning to spread within EU countries' (ibid., p. 47).
Prostitutes established trade unions and claimed their right to be prostitutes and the right to social security for themselves and their families. They stated that prostitution should be seen as a profession and that stigmatisation created the greatest problem. (Ibid.) Prostitutes' organisations made a distinction between forced and voluntary prostitution and defended the right of people to sell their bodies if they wished to do so. The term 'sex worker', it was implied, had been adopted by those seeking to legitimise the activities of the sex trade. The liberal case was not considered by the Commission on its merits. Rather, it was brought into the discussion as an argument which was clearly wrong-headed and dangerous and therefore to be dismissed.
The Commission recommended the criminalisation of prostitutes themselves (male and female) and those who were purchasing their services (male and female). Moreover, the term 'sex trade' was preferred to prostitution as it covered 'sexual services of various kinds' not just intercourse. Those found guilty of exploiting another person: in an occasional relationship for financial or similar payment are to be sentenced for trading in sex and fined or imprisoned for up to six months. The same shall apply to those who make themselves available for such a relationship. If the crime is serious the sentence will be a maximum of four years. The judgement of whether a crime is serious will depend on whether youth, lack of judgement, vulnerability or dependent status is involved. (Ibid., p. 33) Trading in sex was to include making a pornographic film for financial gain where those involved were paid to have intercourse.
The proposal to criminalise was based upon three clear arguments. First, that the sex trade was in conflict with the notion of equality between men and women. How could they be of equal value in a society that allowed women's bodies to be sold. Second, in other European coun-tries, like Germany and Holland, where prostitution had been accepted, it was said to have increased. Third, the social costs of prostitution in terms of disease and crime were damaging to society as a whole. Penal provision would 'serve a normative purpose and make it clear that prostitution is socially unacceptable' (ibid., p. 30). It would deter punters and prevent women from entering prostitution. While the Commission recognised that criminalisation might make some prostitutes fearful of seeking help; that it might do nothing to stop those who were involved in crime or drugs; and that there were clear problems of establishing proof, it felt that there was also a danger of these concerns being exaggerated.
One member of the Commission -an administrator from the Administrative Board for Health and Social Affairs -dissented from the proposal to criminalise on the grounds that such a law would drive prostitution underground and exacerbate the problem. He argued that Sweden's low rate of prostitution did not require drastic measures and defended his sceptical stance -denying that it implied indifference and acceptance. 'There is', he said, 'a blind faith in criminalisation as the only way to demonstrate a strong commitment to the issue' (ibid., p. 240). Another member of the Commission, Birgitta Ekström, the manager of the treatment home for prostitutes and drug misusers, rejected the Commission's proposal on different grounds. She argued that prostitutes themselves should not be punished. They were always in an inferior position and should be protected as victims of male violence. Responsibility should be placed upon the buyers of sexual services.
Over the next three years, it was this latter view which was to prevail. In 1998, as part of the new law on Women's Peace 6 -which covered all forms of violence against women -the government proposed that only the purchase of a prostitute's services should to punished by a fine or up to six months in prison.
How were the conclusions of the Commission overturned? How did the criminalisation of punters rise so far up the political agenda in Sweden when elsewhere it is on the periphery? This question is answered by examining the way in which the debate was conducted in newspapers and non-academic journals and by considering a number of features peculiar to Swedish society. Before dealing with these, it is necessary to mention the remiss or consultation process that occurred immediately after the publication of the Commission's report.
T H E R E M I S S P RO C E S S
Only a few organisations backed the Commission's proposal for criminalising both prostitutes and punters. These included one women's organi-sation and Stockholm's police authority. A number of organisations rejected the whole idea of criminalisation. These were made up predominantly of judicial organisations such as the public prosecutor, various court agencies such as the high court and magistrate's courts in Stockholm and Malmö, the national police service and the prison and probation service. However, they also included the national administrative boards for health and social affairs, young people and state institutional care; the national associations for sex education; and the national federation for lesbian and gay rights.
A number of organisations rejected the Commission's proposal but suggested instead that the behaviour of punters only be criminalised. These included the Public Health Institute, the equality ombudsman, national local authority associations, an anti-pornography group, ROKS (the National Association for Battered Women's Shelters) and its competitor association, the Swedish Association of Women's Shelters and Sweden's first women's organisation, the Fredrika Bremer Association. The result of the consultation process resulted in a rejection of the Commission's main recommendation (Socialdepartementet, 1996) . By early 1996, the battle lines had been drawn. To a certain extent they were clear with judicial authorities on one side and feminists on the other. But they were also unclear, with the social work departments of Gothenburg (no to criminalisation) and Stockholm (yes to criminalising punters) on opposite sides. Religious bodies were also divided (Matzols, 1996, p. 15) .
T H E P U B L I C D E BAT E
In the ensuing public debate -as evidenced by articles collated from a literature search -little support was given to the proposal to criminalise the behaviour of both parties. Most contributions argued either that only the punters' behaviour should be criminalised or that criminalisation of either party (or both parties) be rejected.
Criminalising the purchase of sex
The most frequently expressed argument to emerge from the literature search was that in support of criminalising the purchase of sex. While this was most often expressed by feminists, men also wrote in its support, as did the leader writers of at least two national newspapers. A leader in the 'liberal' newspaper Expressen, for example, claimed that old fashioned moralism has been replaced by a sexual morality built upon the free sexuality of equals. It argued that those who had liberal views on prostitution were like those who favoured neo-liberalism in the economy. It was a free-dom for the few who had power over others. 'It builds upon the invisible power relations which exist in society' (Expressen, 1999) . Prostitutes were victims of abuse, violence and poverty. Professor Sven-Axel Månsson, who had resigned from the Commission, endorsed this view when he said that punishing the victim smacked of old fashioned moralism. He went further and accused Törnell's report of being bureaucratic, legalistic and representing the hypocritical morality of a patriarchal society (Månsson and Olsson, 1995) . However, by criminalising both parties, Månsson suggested, Sweden would be seen as aligning itself with some rather unsavoury regimes. By focusing on the punters, however, it could be claimed that Sweden was unique. Almost all articles supporting the criminalisation of punters heralded this claim. Sweden, it was said, was sending out a signal that prostitution was not acceptable in a genderequal society. Månsson and many others insisted that not only was Sweden unique but that other countries were likely to emulate the Swedish model (Månsson and Roos, 1998) .
But it was the insistence that prostitution was a degradation of women, a form of violence against women, that was the most powerful argument. Elisebeht Markström, a Social Democratic member of the Riksdag and a leading figure in the Swedish Association of Women's Shelters, wrote that the buying of sex was synonymous with an unequal society. 'It is not and never has been acceptable in our land for someone to have the right to exploit another's body to satisfy their sexual urge for money' (Markström, 1998, p. 16) . Prostitution, in her view, was on a par with hitting children or women. It was a form of violence in itself. A social work journal claimed that international research showed that 40-70 per cent of all prostitutes had previously been exposed to sexual assault but no sources were cited for this (Martinell, 1995, p. 7) . The article then said that the Gothenburg Prostitution Group's experience suggested a much higher figure. A Christian Liberal feminist, who had worked with prostitutes, insisted that as long as the demand existed, prostitution would continue. That was why something had to be done about the buyers. 'If one hadn't been a feminist before seeing prostitution at close hand, one would become one then' (Starbrink, 1998, p. 21) . She was also concerned that prostitutes dependent upon drugs found it difficult to refuse violent and abusive clients.
If the equality and violence arguments had proved persuasive there is no doubt that they were given added urgency by what I would describe as a fear of the foreign. It has already been suggested that an influential factor in the Commission's proposal had been the growing numbers of prostitutes coming to the West from Eastern Europe. When this was put to some of my interviewees it was denied. They claimed that the women's movement had begun its campaign against prostitution long before the collapse of the Berlin wall. While a fear of the foreign may not have motivated many feminists, there is no doubt that the issue was used by some of the campaigners and by the press. In a newspaper interview with Cecilia Bodström, who had written a book proposing the criminalisation of punters in 1994, great play was made of the 100 brothels in Estonia, the 8,000 prostitutes in St Petersburg and the 100,000 in the EU from Eastern Europe and the Third World (Aftonbladet, 1994) . The concern in the article was not simply about the invasion of foreign prostitutes but also about alien liberal ideas. Bodström stated that the situation in the East and new ideas from Western Europe were influencing Sweden. A similar view was expressed in a leader in Dagens Nyheter -Sweden's liberal broadsheet -supporting the criminalisation of punters as a way of 'of avoiding the Dutch development' (Dagens Nyheter, 1995) .
Early in 1998, before the legislation was passed, the newspaper Expressen published an interview with two women social workers in Stockholm who claimed that more and more prostitutes were coming to Sweden from the Baltic countries and Russia.
Without exaggeration, one can say that there is an invasion of foreign girls...They are exploited by pimps, mistreated by their clients and spread life-threatening sexual diseases...Girls from the East have no tradition of using protection. Condoms are simply too expensive in their own countries. They are used to unprotected sex and bring this tradition further into Sweden. (Expressen, 1998, my italics) Månsson also referred to the alarm raised by social workers about the 'increased flood of pimp-managed prostitutes from the Baltic countries, Poland and Russia' (Månsson and Roos, 1998) . He claimed that whereas only 13 per cent of Swedish men bought the services of a prostitute, the figure for Spaniards was 40 per cent. Another source cited a figure of 75 per cent for German men (Martinell, 1995, p. 9) . The Public Health Institute mentioned the same low figure for Swedish men but was worried that 78 per cent of them went abroad for sex, half of whom became infected with HIV (Svenska Dagbladet, 1999) . Small though the sex trade seemed to be in Sweden, it was obviously felt by Elisebeht Markström that it could increase and that with the increase there was the danger of an influx of foreign prostitutes and the risk of infection (Markström, 1998) .
Many of the themes referred to above emerged in the interviews with representatives of each political party's women's association and various women's organisations. One interviewee thought criminalisation would have adverse effects; two thought that both the selling and buying of sex should have been penalised; but the rest supported the criminalisation of punters. All thought the sale of women's bodies was incompatible with the respect due to women in a gender equal society. The more liberal view associated with other European countries in general and the Netherlands in particular, was unacceptable. One respondent implied that prostitution was acceptable to the Dutch because of their history of colonial exploitation. The idea that prostitution might be thought of as voluntary, as a job, chosen like others was thought to be anathema to the Swedish mentality. 'We don't discuss whether or not people want to be prostitutes', declared the Conservative respondent. 'What sort of freedom is it to choose to sell your body?' asked another. It seemed to be generally accepted that most prostitution should be regarded as forced. Women were forced when they were too young to decide for themselves; as immigrants by fear of repatriation; when poor by basic material needs; and while addicts by their drug habit. Behind all this stood the demands and appetites of the procurers, the pimps and the punters and the growing trade in pornography, international trafficking and the sexual abuse of children.
No to criminalisation
Those who replied to the remiss process objecting to criminalisation were concerned about the risk of driving the problem underground. Some thought that prostitutes themselves would suffer from criminalisation even if only the buyers were punished. Not only might the women be in greater danger but they would be less able to take advantage of society's supportive measures. Some argued that proof would be difficult since both parties would have an interest in concealing evidence. This in turn would place extra demands on police resources which could be better deployed on more serious crimes. Others wondered why a law was necessary to signal society's disapproval of prostitution when it was perfectly clear that the vast majority of people already rejected it. This was demonstrated, it was claimed, by the fact that Sweden's prostitution problem was already extremely low.
Most remiss responses and articles which criticised criminalisation did so from a pragmatic rather than a liberal point of view. Katarina Lindahl, for example, the general secretary of RFSU (The National Association for Sexual Education), believed that prostitution would become less visible and more pimp-governed as a result of the proposed law which would lead to an increase in women's vulnerability. In a published interview, she claimed that prostitution was a social problem which could only be reduced by social measures and changing attitudes -not by legislation. It was not right 'to send out signals when they hurt those they are meant to help and that is what I think this law will do. Prostitutes will pay the price so that politicians can send out signals against something from which society already distances itself ' (Brink, 1999, no. 7, p. 11) . A social work project to help punters in Gothenburg was also against the law, saying that it had sprung from militant feminism and was anti-men (Nicklason 1999). Putting punters in prison and labelling them as criminals, it was argued, was not going to help them and was not going to stop them buying sex. The workers on the project also thought the new law could lead to punters being blackmailed. In their view, punters were also victims.
I unearthed only two other sets of articles expressing a liberal viewpoint -one published before the legislation was passed and the other subsequently. A prostitute, who had been politically active for twenty years and a spokesperson for sex workers' rights, disputed that sex work was synonymous with abuse, violence or drugs; nor was the sex industry an expression for misogyny and inequality. They argued that seeing women as victims was puritanical. There was no conspiracy by the sex industry in Europe. On the contrary, there they took sex workers seriously and did not 'systematically censure, pathologise and make them invisible'. They refuted the claim of Swedish feminists to speak for prostitutes, saying that they failed to use the publications, evidence and conference reports produced by prostitutes themselves. The reasoning of the pro-criminalisation lobby, it was said, had caused a storm of protest from sex workers and prostitutes' organisations in other countries. The proposed law on punters, they claimed, was about non-prostituted women dominating prostitutes. 'They are using the old patriarchal system to distinguish between decent and fallen women' Östergren, 1998a and 1998b) .
Alexander Bard, an ex-gigolo and record producer, used even more colourful language in his critique of the 'neo-moralists'.
After the drug users, the homeless and the immigrants have been cleaned from our city in Soviet fashion it has became the turn of sex workers to be directed to the rat holes on [Stockholm's] outskirts. The city has been disinfected. The Bingo collective can push its prams over Sergel's Torg [central square in Stockholm] without worrying about alternative lifestyles....Social fascists are deciding how other people should lead their lives. We need a sexually-pluralist Sweden. (Bard, 1999a) He thought it was 'Ironic that sex work is the only profession where women earn more than men. ' An outraged feminist wrote in reply asking what kind of choice did the girl have 'who has been sexually abused as a child and has begun to misuse drugs as a teenager and who with time will finance her misuse by selling her body?' Bard's well-being, she argued, seemed to depend upon there being frozen whores in Malmskillnadsgatan (red light area) and picturesque homeless people in the tunnelban (public underground railway system). 'This is pluralism. This is the pulse of the big city. It reminds me of Berlin in the 1920s ' (Marteus, 1999) . To which Bard replied that at least that was better than Berlin in the 1930s. His critics, he wrote, belonged to the same dying school of thought as the People's Home of the Myrdals -people are too dumb to know what is best for them...All sex which is sold is not forced ...We already have a law against rape. Why do we also need a sex buying law? …What is the significance of your body when the state can take away your control over it?
Sex workers, he alleged, were not even allowed to contribute to the remiss process 7 (Bard, 1999b) .
The debate in the Riksdag
A government proposal to criminalise those who bought sexual services was incorporated into a package of measures dealing with violence against women under the medieval title of Kvinnofrid -Women's Peace - (Regerings proposition, 1997/98, 55) . In the Riksdag debate (Riksdagens protokoll, 1997/98, 114) the Conservatives rejected the idea of criminalisation. Their spokesperson said he thought that Sweden's laws on the compulsory care of children and the compulsory care of adult substance misusers were sufficient to deal with many of the problems which were said to arise from underage and drug dependent prostitutes. He argued that prostitution be seen as a social problem to be dealt with by social rather than criminal measures. An Environment party politician asked, if the Conservatives were not in favour of legislation to tackle social problems, why had they supported the criminalisation of drug use. The same spokesperson, taking the emotive analogy with the drugs issue a stage further, questioned the concept of human rights in relation to prostitution. If it was a human right to do as you wished with your own body, she asked, was it a human right to destroy yourself with drugs, to be at risk, to be exploited. She again suggested that the Conservative argument on prostitution resembled the liberal argument on drugs. There was no support for liberal arguments and practices from any party. Another Environment party politician, Ewa Larsson, rejected what she described as the view of prostitution widely held in other EU countries and, in particular, the Netherlands -that it saved marriages, that it needed to be supported within the framework of the mainstream labour market. This was an illustration, she said, of two different cultural patterns. Swedes she insisted, saw prostitution as oppression. 'In Sweden, we start from the idea that no-one willingly chooses to sell their body.' Ulrike Messing, the equality minister, affirmed her faith in the law as a way of changing attitudes. The fact that an act might be difficult to prove, she said, was no reason to 'capitulate to every rape murder, misuse of drugs or anything else'. When a male liberal party politician asked for specific references for the government's claim that research supported a gender power perspective to explain violence against women -that it had something to do with male culture -Ingrid Segelström, S-kvinnor's chairperson replied 'We no longer need to research around these issues because we have years of practical experience. The Women's Peace proposition is based upon 20 years work that we have carried out in battered women's refuges. We no longer need research for we know how it is in reality.' As a Left party MP, Alice Åström, said 'We live in a patriarchy where women are consistently subordinate to men and sexualised violence is the most extreme example of this repression. ' The vote in the Riksdag -supported by the Social Democrats, the Left party and the Greens -was 2:1 in favour of the government's proposal. Those voting against were Conservatives and Liberals who thought that the measure would only result in driving the problem underground (Riksdag och Departementet, 1998, p. 24) . 8 The Christian Democrats abstained -they wanted prostitutes to be criminalised as well. Significantly, the measure had been supported by the women's sections of all the political parties (including the Liberal party) with the single exception of the Conservatives.
A N I N T E R P R E TAT I O N Many of the themes that recurred in the account above can help us to understand how and why Sweden became the first country to criminalise punters. It is necessary to look at the origins of the proposal and the way in which it was adopted and spread within the women's movement; the relationship with the drugs issue; the argument about force and violence; the weakness of Sweden's liberal tradition and its fear of the foreign.
The women's movement
The proposal to criminalise those purchasing sexual services would seem to have emerged in the early 1980s immediately after a previous Commission had investigated prostitution. The experts on that occasion had disagreed with the principal investigator so strongly that they produced their own report stressing a gender perspective (Larsson, 1982, p. 8) . The demand that the dissenting report be published came from women's organisations and formed the basis of the first parliamentary motion to criminalise prostitution from S-kvinnor (the Association of Social Democratic Women) (Richter, 1998) . Interview material suggests that the issue was often discussed in the 1980s and was closely linked with International Women's Conferences organised by the United Nations in Nairobi in the 1980s and Beijing in 1995.
9 It was ROKS which first proposed that only punters be penalised in 1987. ROKS had been in the forefront of the campaign against all forms of violence against women since its inception in 1984. Pornography, the sexual abuse of children, the depiction of women in commercial advertising have all been seen as examples of male violence and oppression, with prostitution and trafficking seen as their ultimate expression. For ROKS, all these issues were a question of human rights.
ROKS was a radical feminist organisation in the 1980s and initially its views were seen as extreme by the establishment. However, the growth of women's political representation and the strength of the women's movement in the 1990s has made what were minority demands into mainstream policy. Over 40 per cent of Riksdag members and 50 per cent of government ministers are now women. An all-party group of women meets regularly in the Riksdag with the minister for equality to discuss issues of concern to women. Women in the Riksdag not only co-operate across party boundaries but they are in touch with women's organisations throughout the country.
While the Women's Movement in Sweden has much in common with similar movements in other countries, it can only be fully understood as a part of the Swedish tradition of popular movements -folkrörelser -which goes back to the nineteenth century. The tradition of the old labour, free church and temperance movements have spawned many contemporary equivalents. There is an unusual degree of collaboration at the local and national levels backed by the institution of study circles. When a consensus emerges on a particular issue within one of the popular movements, politicians have to listen.
In an interview with Ebon Kram (chairperson of ROKS 1987-96) she stated that most feminists were shocked by the conclusions reached by Inga-Britt Törnell, the Chair of the prostitution Commission. They felt that the evidence Törnell had cited supported the criminalisation of punters and that in recommending the criminalisation of both parties, she had come to an utterly wrong conclusion. The battle to challenge the Commission's proposal was on. While it was important that the debate in the country at large was going the way of those wishing to punish the punter, it was even more crucial that it be won within the ruling Social Democratic party itself. S-kvinnor had ensured that there were a number of motions in favour of punishing punters at the Social Democratic Party
The Criminalisation of Buying Sex 449 Congress in 1997. According to Tryggvesson (1998) , there was opposition from the party's ruling council initially and from Leila Freivalds, the justice minister, who had wanted to reject the motions. After considerable agitation by members of S-kvinnor, however, they were accepted. The Chair of S-kvinnor, Inger Segelström, declared:
It is fantastic. It is the first visible proof that every other politician is a woman ... What is unbelievable is that the men were with us all the way. 10 We had lobbied intensively to get men to take part in the campaign and they did. (Dagens Nyheter, 1997a) It is not unusual, however, for governments to reject proposals emanating from party congresses. I therefore suggested to interviewees that even at that stage the government might have resisted the proposal had it so wished. The suggestion was flatly rejected. It was universally thought that once the Congress decision had been made, the governmentwith 50 per cent of ministers women, many of whom were members of S-kvinnor -had no alternative but to bring in the legislation. In any case, it was not felt that there was serious opposition from other ministers apart from Freivalds. Interestingly, ministerial responsibility for the design and passage of the ministry was shared by the minister for health and social affairs, the minister for employment and equality and the minister for justice -all of them women.
The drugs issue
The acceptance of the proposal to criminalise punters was also probably helped by Sweden's formidable consensus on drug issues -itself inspired by a campaigning folkrörelse. Details concerning Sweden's restrictive line on illegal drugs can be found elsewhere (Gould, , 1994a (Gould, , 1994b (Gould, , 1996 (Gould, , 1999a Van Solinge, 1997 ) but a brief outline is necessary in order to demonstrate both its direct and indirect relevance to the issue of prostitution. The aim of Swedish drug policy is to achieve a drug-free society; drug users are said to be controlled by their drugs and may need compulsory care and treatment to free them of their addiction; policy measures focus upon consumers, since without them, there would be no market; abstention is the goal of treatment; and there is a concern about drugs flooding into the country from overseas. Harm reduction and decriminalisation are considered to be dangerous liberal ideas -steps on the road to legalisation -which indicate the capitulation by countries like the UK and the Netherlands to their growing drug problems. Drug use is a criminal offence, originally enacted to send out a signal that it was unacceptable in Swedish society. In 1993 it became an imprisonable offence. In the area of drug policy, Swedes think of themselves as unique.
The direct relevance of the restrictive line is of course the link between prostitution and drugs. Many contributors were concerned about the number of prostitutes who used drugs. Their 'dependence' upon drugs demonstrated the need for protection and intervention. Segelström brought the two issues together quite explicitly when she said: 'We know that half the prostitutes on the streets do it to finance their drug misuse. We know through in-depth interviews that many of them are at risk. It is our duty to intervene ' (Dagens Nyheter, 1998) . The indirect relevance of the drug issue is one of discourse. The prostitution debate drew on a language and symbolism which had nation-wide resonance. Prostitutes were forced into the sex trade just as drug users were compelled to take drugs. There were fears about foreign prostitutes flooding into the country from Eastern Europe; there was the fear of liberal ideas and practices from EU countries. Only Sweden had not capitulated to the problem. Sweden was unique, a model for other countries to follow.
11 It was important to send out a signal that prostitution was unacceptable in a gender equal society. An article in a social work journal drew another parallel. 'Experience shows that prostitution is a form of misuse with a similar negative dependence and the way back is often laborious with unavoidable relapses' (Martinell, 1995, p. 9 
, my italics).
The argument concerning force and violence A powerful argument for defining female prostitutes as victims in need of protection was that most of them were forced into the sex trade by poverty, and dependence upon drugs, as young women because of their susceptibility and as illegal immigrants because of their vulnerability. As with drug 'addiction', the more clearly you can demonstrate that the victims have no choice, no will of their own, the more convincingly you can argue the state needs to intervene to protect them. Although the argument was a compelling one, no hard evidence was presented by the Commission.
Similarly powerful was the argument that most prostitutes were victims of violence. Evidence for this was cited but the Report admitted that most studies of violence were of street prostitutes and that 'we don't know very much' about those working in massage parlours, at home or in escort and call-girl services (SOU, 1995:15, p. 137) . 12 Of the three studies cited in the chapter on the damage done by prostitution, two were published in the early 1980s and the other was not about prostitutes at all. Much of the evidence on violence presented in newspaper and journal articles was anecdotal. 13 But while hard evidence might have been lacking, the association of prostitution with the more general issue of violence against women was significant. The passing of the law was probably helped by its inclusion in a package of measures to do with violence against women. The growing consensus in Swedish society on this issueparticularly amongst women -and the argument that prostitution was a further example of such violence made it much more difficult to oppose.
A weak liberal tradition
While there can be no doubt that it was the strength and solidarity of Swedish feminists which made the passing of the sex-buying legislation possible, the nature of that feminism has its roots in a culture which has a decidedly anti-liberal element.
14 In contrast to the UK and the USA where there is a historical suspicion of the state, Swedes generally have tended to favour a 'strong state' and a 'strong society'. This is also reflected in a weak liberal and a strong paternalist tradition. Tham expressed this well when he wrote: 'Throughout the 19th century Sweden remained a poor agrarian country without a strong urban culture. The liberal ideas which developed in Europe during this period probably exerted less influence in Sweden' (Tham, 1998, p. 410) . The social engineering approach favoured by, amongst others, the Myrdals, was based upon a belief that the state, acting on scientific advice and knowledge, was well placed to ensure that people's 'lives were put in order'. 15 Whereas in other European countries and the USA, liberal arguments on prostitution have had considerable support amongst feminists and society at large, in Sweden it was very weak. Nowhere in the Commission's report was prostitution as a free choice of independent women seriously considered. It was simply dismissed. Moreover, there was little coverage of the liberal viewpoint in the press, no support for one in the Riksdag and no sympathy for it expressed in the interviews. Nor were the views of prostitutes taken into consideration except where they confirmed the victim-oriented mainstream discourse. By presenting an overwhelming case for the prostitute as victim, the state was justified in doing something, in intervening.
The fear of the foreign Sweden's fear of the foreign can be understood in terms of a country which, until the last two decades, was regarded as a social and economic success -a model for other countries to follow, a country about which its people had a justifiable sense of pride and superiority. Its people enjoyed a high standard of living, security and health. It maintained its commitment to full employment and a high spending welfare state long after others had abandoned them. The People's Home provided a spacious, clean and orderly existence for all. Women in particular had achieved a higher degree of equality in Sweden than elsewhere. More of them were employed, more of them enjoyed social insurance benefits including a state-earnings-related pension. The state provided generously for the care of children, the elderly and those with disabilities. Parental insurance with a high income replacement for fathers and mothers enabled them to combine employment with domestic responsibilities. With the economic crises of the 1990s, all that has been placed at risk. High unemployment, negative growth and the necessity to cut public and welfare expenditure have put Swedes on the defensive. Many of them feel threatened by the forces of international competition and a globalised culture. They have joined the EU reluctantly and are unhappy with the economic and social consequences (Gould, 1999b) . In these circumstances, it is not surprising that irrational and exaggerated fears have grown up about immigrants, drugs and perhaps -the international sex trade. Sweden is a society whose national identity and cultural values are felt to be under threat (Gould, 2001) .
C O N C L U S I O N
The liberal view of prostitution assumes that the women involved have the right to choose what they do with their bodies. Their autonomy should be respected. The prohibitionist view is that the degree of choice for most prostitutes is severely limited. Prostitution is seen as an extreme and vicious form of male dominance which should not be tolerated. The success of the prohibitionist argument in Sweden is due to the political strength, commitment and solidarity of the women's movement; the association of prostitution with drugs and a fear of the foreign; and the weakness of a liberal opposition. The criminalisation of punters is as much a reflection of traditions, institutions and values peculiar to Swedish society as it is of Sweden's own brand of radical feminism. 16 It has not been the purpose of this article to take sides in this debate but to explain why, in Sweden, those who advocated the criminalisation of punters were successful. However, my own sympathies in issues of this kind tend towards the liberal end of the spectrum. But while I suspect that the Swedes have exaggerated the problems faced by prostitutes and that criminalisation will do little or nothing to reduce them, the argument that most prostitution is characterised by force and violence demands a more informed response than mere suspicion. Since this is known to be an under-researched area, it cannot be sufficient simply to assume that the problem is being exaggerated. Those who favour a liberal approach need to demonstrate that the outcome minimises the degree of exploitation experienced by prostitutes.
